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The financial success of every process facility depends on its reliability program and spares holding strategy. 
The Operational Sustainability® (OS) OESuite® Spares Optimization Module is a holistic software solution 
that enables companies to get more value from their spare parts program by better managing their spare 
parts inventory. Our Spares Optimization Module helps reduce your total inventory cost, risk of stock outs, 
and the consequential production losses or Environmental, Health, & Safety (EHS) risks that can occur when 
your spare parts inventory and your needs don’t align well. 

Your operations and maintenance departments create the demand, while your storeroom and procurement 
form the supply side. Maintenance is the link between supply and demand, and the system can be properly 
balanced through OESuite®. OESuite helps create a balance between your capital allocated to spare parts and 
the need to keep the plant running based upon equipment reliability. Our structured approach includes the 
following steps:

•    Identify critical spares, including segmentation of spares into consumables and critical spares

• Optimize the right stock holding levels based on the balance between holding costs, expedited cost, and 
stock out loss due to production loss

• Identify excess stock, what parts to share with your other locations, and annual holding cost savings

• Provide recommendations such as changing spare manufacturers or changing supply strategy to move 
stock back into the supply chain

• Reduce tax consequences of carrying inventory

Figure 1 – Organizational Views of Spare Parts Management
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The Spares Optimization Module defines the optimum stock level for each spare part, along with information about stock rotation or 
consumption per spare. The minimum level is determined by the safety stock, which is defined by spare part segment. The optimization 
process utilizes Poisson distribution to calculate the probability of stock outs and associated costs. The holding level with the minimum total 
cost determines the optimum stock level. The module also calculates optimum stock levels based on finding the right balance between various 
components of the inventory costs. To achieve this, OESuite segments these as three different components:

•   Ordering costs – the cost for transacting, handling, and dispatching one order of parts

• Carrying costs – the cost of holding spares on stock and cost of capital (i.e., lost interest)

• Stock Out costs – the cost of a failure with stock out that leads to production loss or EHS risks
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The Spares Optimization Module enables easy data entry, with direct integration of warehouse or inventory management systems. It also 
supports the definition of a spare part management strategy with an optimization engine to calculate the ratio between the different categories 
of inventory costs. The balance of stock out and holding cost is calculated within the module and resulting recommendations for the specific part 
holding strategy are provided. 

Figure 2 – Components of Spare Parts Optimization
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Figure 3 – OESuite® Spares List & Spare BOM

Figure 4 – OESuite® Spares Optimization Details & Cost vs. Risk Analysis Plot
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These are the core functions in all OESuite® Modules:

Asset Registry /
Navigation

Ad Hoc
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PortalPlanning /
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Obligation
Reassignment

OE ViewMy Subscriptions
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Export / Import

Configurable
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Configurable
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Document Links / 
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Damage Mechanisms Form Builder

Risk Registry Robust SearchRisk Ranking

RACI Chart

Redlining Report Builder

Integration / 
Connectors

MobilityKPI Manager Module and Hierarchy 
Specific Security

Material LibraryMulti-Lingual /
International Formatting

Standard Reporting

Single Sign On
(SSO)

Workflow
(Initiate, Approval,

Execution, etc.)

Visual OperationsVerificationTags

For more information email us at info@DrivingOE.com or call (713) 355-2900.

The Spares Optimization Module is a key component of this OESuite® Framework:

EAM / APM
Framework
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DISCLAIMER

This document is protected under the copyright laws of the United States and other countries. This proposal contains information that is proprietary and confidential to Operational Sustainability, LLC, and shall not be 
disclosed outside the recipient’s company or duplicated, used or disclosed in whole or in part by the recipient for any purpose other than to evaluate this proposal. Any other use or disclosure in whole or in part of this 
information without the express written permission of Operational Sustainability, LLC is prohibited.

Operational Sustainability, LLC is a Delaware limited liability corporation. 

Workforce Assets Operations Compliance Risk

Operational Sustainability® makes operational excellence simple.
Succeeding in today’s complex, highly-regulated industries depends on how well your company manages operational risk and enables 
operational discipline. Our world-class advisory services and our industry-leading cloud-based, highly configurable software work together to 
enable your company to achieve operational excellence. To implement OE 4.0 and sustain operational integrity, companies must balance 
production goals with reliability, safety, and human and environmental factors. We identify and help you solve any issues to move to a real-time, 
mobilized risk-aware culture. With an average of more than 30 years of industry experience each, our advisors can design a solution tailored to 
your company’s culture and needs.

Learn how Operational Sustainability can advise your workforce through our consulting services and support your journey to operational excellence 
through our OESuite® software platform. See our full slate of free webinars, white papers, detailed module information, and scheduled workshops 
online at www.DrivingOE.com.

Schedule your free consultation and demo today.


